
Wednesday, 28 October 2020
PROGRAMME

Pre-Conference Online Trainings

The day before the conference will offer a series of insightful online workshops and peer-to-peer trainings, 
focusing on topics with a high relevance for the European Public Engagement community. Choose your favorite 
session in the registration form – but beware – places are limited so don’t wait too long with signing up!

13.00-14.30 CET Online Workshop I

NETWORK TO GET WORK: CREATIVE ONLINE NETWORKING FOR ALL!

Here we are at the eve of the wonderful EUSEA conference! But what is the best 
way to make the most of a digital conference (or at any conference or event)?  
There are contacts to be made and maintained, ideas to be pitched, virtual 
business cards to be swapped and participative science communication stories to 
be told. Welcome to the world of networking!

Whether you love networking or not, improve your skills in this interactive pre-
conference warm-up with David and Rachel from Science made Simple! Bring 
along your networking tips and tricks and consider how best to make and maintain 
contacts and positively influence people – even in an online setting!

14:00-17:00 CET Online Workshop II

SCIENCE ENGAGEMENT FOR SUSTAINABLE FUTURES: 
MAKING SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS (SDGs) 
APPLICABLE IN YOUR LOCAL CONTEXTS

Objective: To provide clear insights about the Sustainable Development 
Goals, driving participants towards the drafting of an actionable plan for 
their institution.

Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) were born at the United Nations Conference on Sustainable 
Development in Rio de Janeiro in 2012. The objective was to produce a set of universal goals that meet 
the urgent environmental, political and economic challenges facing our world, replacing the Millennium 
Development Goals (MDGs), which started a global effort in 2000.

13:00-17:00 CET Online Workshop III

USING LEGO SERIOUS PLAY TO FOSTER ENGAGEMENT AND STAKEHOLDER DIALOGUES

The Erasmus+ project SUSTAIN (https://www.sustainablelandscapes.eu/) aims to enhance the awareness 
of secondary school pupils about local environmental issues concerning the sustainable use of landscapes. 
SUSTAIN does this by engaging pupils and their families in research projects on biodiversity, bird migration and 
water management.

Within this project, innovative methodologies like LEGO Serious Play are used as a playful and creative tool for 
pupils and teachers to collectively create scenarios of local environmental issues and to analyse the involved 
stakeholders (e.g. farmers, local politicians, nature conservationists). The workshop will train participants in 
how to use these creative methodologies to foster engagement and stakeholder dialogues.

Participants: 20 maximum



13:00-16:00 Online Workshop IV

YOUR INPUT IS NEEDED: LET’S SHAPE UP THE NEW 
EUROPEAN SCIENCE ENGAGEMENT  PLATFORM!

EUSEA invites all conference participants to a co-creative, 
dialogue-oriented session: Together we will reflect, criticise, 
update and improve the European Science Engagement 
Platform.This is your  opportunity to work as an editor and 
contribute your own experiences and expertise to one of 
the  largest compilations of European Public Engagement 
showcases. The platform will officially be  launched at the 
conference, so have your say to make it even better. Bring 
your own examples, we may include them right away!

19:00-21:00 CET Pre-Conference Pub Quiz

WHO SAYS WE CANNOT SOCIALIZE AT A DIGITAL 
CONFERENCE?

Bring your own beer, cocktail or wine and join us for a 
swirling Pub Quiz! Meet your colleagues and beat them with 
your wits at a fun evening with  confusing questions and not-
so-serious facts and fictions. See you in the virtual pub!



Thursday, 29 October 2020
PROGRAMME

9:30 – 10:00 CET Drop-in for a Virtual Welcome Coffee!
Enter the digital Conference Meeting-Space and start the EUSEA conference with a chat among collea-
gues and friends!

10:00 – 10:30 CET Conference Opening
● Welcome and Introduction by EUSEA President Markus Weißkopf. 

● Harp Interventions

by Siobhan Brady, Cork School of Music, Cork Institute of Techno-
logy

Even if we cannot meet in Cork this year, the Opening Session will tune 
us into the conference’s planned venue, inspiring us with some Celtic 
music performed by Siobhan Brady from the Cork School of Music. You 
will her her playing live at the Cork School of Music, and performing in 
the higherst harp concert of the world, on top of the Himalaya!

● Musical Warm-Up: “Clapping-Culture” and “Sounds of Dissonances”

Before diving into fruitful debates and mind-blowing sessions, EUSEA 
member Michael Bradke will warm us up with his swirling “Clapping 
Culture” and “Sounds of Dissonances”. To get our minds and bodies 
moving at the conference opening, we will try out fast and slow clap-
ping rhythms, creative applause techniques and amazing sounds you 
can do with your hands. Any guess what you will hear when you put 
your electric tooth-brush to your ear? Michael will add stories about 
the science of sounds and the importance of dissonances in music.

Watch out for Michael’s interactive musical interventions during our 
virtual lunch- and coffee breaks!

10:30 – 11:00 CET Keynote
Why Innovation, Expertise and Impact are Important for Science Communications – An SFI Perspective

Margie Mc Carthy, Head of Education and Engagement at Science Foundation Ire-
land

Margie McCarthy is responsible for the strategic development and management of SFI 
education and public engagement division, within the SFI Science for Society Directo-
rate. This involves the design, delivery and review of core engagement programmes to 
support SFI’s goal for Ireland to have an engaged and scientifically informed public.

The national SFI Discover funding programme is a key element in driving this objective. In her talk she will focus 
on why expertise and impact are important in Education and Public Engagement activity, particularly when 
publicly funded. Now more than ever, as science has proven to be a key element in societal decision making, 
Margie will touch on the importance of innovation in science communications.

Margie McCarthy is a strategic and creative thinker and leader with over 20 years’ experience across enginee-
ring, science, education, media, enterprise and academic sectors. She is a dynamic and passionate engage-
ment expert and communicator.



11:30 – 13:00 CET Parallel Sessions I
PARALLEL SESSION 1.1: HORIZON TALKS
● Spectroscopy for all: Behind the scenes of using music to shake your bonds up

● La Moulinette: a tool to remix your projects to get them even better! 

● Augmented Lectures: communicate science by triggering emotions

● Educational Robotics in Ireland 

● Fine-tuning your training for online audiences

● SySTEM2020- Connecting Science Learning Outside The Classroom

PARALLEL SESSION 1.2: 90-MINUTE WORKSHOP
● Encouraging uptake in STEAM careers 

Participation in STEAM (Science, Technology, Engineering, Arts and Maths) fields can be increased through 
initiatives targeted towards different genders and interests; however, research shows that both sexes become 
disengaged from STEAM subjects at school.

PARALLEL SESSION 1.3: 2X 45-MINUTE WORKSHOPS
● From Face-to-Face to Face-to-Screen: Remote delivery for a large-scale STEM festival

● Maths in City: Public Engagement with STEM, in Public 
Maths Week Ireland is an annual celebration of maths taking place in Northern Ireland and the Republic of 
Ireland and is the largest festival of its kind in the world.

13:00 – 14:00 CET Lunch

14:00 – 14:45 CET Parallel Sessions II
PARALLEL SESSION 2.1: HORIZON TALKS
● Youth engagement in mental health research: does it have to be harmonious?

● Revealing dissonances with citizen science to achieve the Sustainable Development Goals

● A quartet for a school project

● Attuning science communication to diverse audiences

PARALLEL SESSION 2.2: 45-MINUTE WORKSHOP
● The Do-Re-Mi of science self-efficacy: Developing scales to evaluate the impact of science engagement 

activities on participant’s science confidence
Being a good composer of education and public engagement (E&PE) means conducting quality evaluation of 
your activities. E&PE actors may be interested in assessing the impact of their activities on participant’s scien-
ce self-efficacy beliefs i.e. their confidence to do science.

PARALLEL SESSION 2.3: 45-MINUTE WORKSHOP
● How we learned to talk about dying in The Departure Lounge

Science communication both empowers people to use science to better their lives and communities and 
improves scientific research.

PARALLEL SESSION 2.4: 45-MINUTE WORKSHOP
● A career in Space? Not in my grasp!

A quick look at economic development plans for a range of countries worldwide shows a strong push toward 
developing space industry, creating solutions to Earth-related problems.



14:45 – 15:30 CET Coffee Break

15:30 – 16:00 CET Keynote

DISSONANCE CAN BE GOOD: WHY OUR NEW INABILITY TO DISA-
GREE MAKES ENGAGEMENT SO DIFFICULT

Prof. Dietram Scheufele, Wisconsin-Madison, USA

Dietram A. Scheufele is the Taylor-Bascom Chair in Science Communication and 
Vilas Distinguished Achievement Professor at the University of Wisconsin-Madi-
son and in the Morgridge Institute for Research. His research examines how we 
all make sense of increasingly complex scientific breakthroughs that we often 
know little about, and how corporations, universities, and non-profits better can 
work with citizens to ensure that we use science to society’s benefit.

Scheufele is an elected member of the German National Academy of Science 
and Engineering, and a fellow of the American Association for the Advancement 
of Science, the International Communication Association, and the Wisconsin 
Academy of Sciences, Arts & Letters. His consulting experience includes work for 
DeepMind, Porter Novelli, PBS, WHO, and the World Bank.

16:00 – 17:00 CET Expert Panel
THE FUTURE OF PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT IN EUROPE: ARE WE STRIKING THE RIGHT CHORDS?

The Covid-19 pandemic has placed science and research at the heart of public debate and policy making. 
The crisis has probably created a greater appetite to understand science, but also triggered an “infodemic” 
overwhelming people with facts and claims about the nature and consequences of the corona virus. This 
panel will reflect today’s challenges and opportunities for Public Engagement. What does it mean to be a good 
conductor working with an increasing variety of players? How can we make the “sounds of science” being heard 
in a cacophony of different noises? Should we strive for harmony? Or seek and enjoy dissonances? How do we 
compose good science communication? And who are our co-players?

FACILITATION:

● Cissi Billgren Askwall, EUSEA Vice President, Secretary General of Vetenskap & Allmänhet, Stockholm, Sweden

PANELISTS:

● Philipp Burkard,  EUSEA Board Member, Director of Science et Cité, Bern, Switzerland

● Aleksandra Drecun, EUSEA Board Member, President of Intersection – Center for Science and Innovation, 
Serbia, Belgrade

● Ruth Freeman, Director of Science for Society, Science Foundation Ireland, Dublin, Ireland

● Dietram Scheufele, Professor at University of Wisconsin-Madison, USA

● Brian Trench, Science communication researcher;  formerly director of Masters in Science Communication, 
Dublin City University, Ireland

● Markus Weißkopf, EUSEA President, CEO Wissenschaft im Dialog, Berlin, Germany



19-21:00 CET Evening Programme
Join the One-and-Only “EUSEA Paper Orchestra”!

Have you ever dreamed of being a member of a live orchestra? Even without playing any instrument or knowing 
any notes? At #EUSEA2020, your musical career will be boosted within only a few minutes: With a few sheets of 
paper, some kitchen utensils, storage boxes and other materials you can become a musician in the one-and-
only “EUSEA Paper Orchestra”, conducted by Michael Bradke. In this orchestra, everyone will get a chance to 
build his or her own paper instruments and become real paper musician. In a fast and furious finale, the “EUSEA 
Paper Orchestra” will make itself heard: crumpling and rustling to the beat with rumple rattles, plucking drums, 
crinkle cracklers, blaring book flappers, the origami-like 5T Trumpet and the scrunch-´n-pop sandwich wrap-
per kazoo! For even more fun, don’t forget to invite your family to this musical premiere!



Friday 30 October 2020
PROGRAMME

9:30 – 11:00  CET Parallel Sessions III
PARALLEL SESSION 3.1: HORIZON TALKS

● Pitching in the Noise: the Case of Berlin

● DojoMór, a youth coding experience 

● Moving the Academic Mountain 

● Ciencia al fresquito: A Midsummer Night’s 
Scientific Dream

PARALLEL SESSION 3.2: 2X 45-MINUTE WORKSHOPS

● The story of unfolding food (tbc)
We waste 1/3 of all food produced while 800 million people in the world are still undernourished. If we are to 
feed the world’s growing population and maintain the health of our planet we need to change! 

● Art, humanities and science: lessons in
transformation 
The fusion of science, citizen involvement and arts in research and science communication is a phenomenon 
that spread worldwide. Concepts like SciArt, BioArt, science shops and others have seen scientists, communi-
ties and artists working together to create groundbreaking research and new methods of expressing scientific 
ideas to engage citizens and attract new audiences.

PARALLEL SESSION 3.3: 90-MINUTE WORKSHOP

● Laugh and Learn: Comedy as a Tool for
Engagement 
Sometimes science can feel like a joke. But that’s a good thing, because comedy provides an informal and 
welcoming environment where people are more open to learning.

PARALLEL SESSION 3.4: 90-MINUTE WORKSHOP

● UNESCO Learning Cities: Global Goals, Local 
Actions (tbc)
This session will share the Cork and Groningen experiences as members of the UNESCO Global Network of 
Learning Cities.

11:00 – 11:30 CET Coffee Break

12:00-12:15 CET Launch of the new EUSEA Science Engagement 
Platform 

Philipp Burkard, Director Science et Cité, Bern; Rebecca Winkels, Project Manager Wissenschaft im Dia-
log, Berlin

The EUSEA Science Engagement Platform was established in 2019 by a group of EUSEA members active in the 
HORIZON2020 projects SUSTAIN and NUCLEUS. The platform aims to serve public engagement professionals 
across Europe in their needs to find inspiration, resources, methods and tools for running participatory, dia-
logue-oriented engagement activities. The platform unites and showcases inspiring and innovative ways to 
engage different publics with science. A special focus of the resources provided on this platform lies on actively 
involving citizens and stakeholders in dialogue-oriented research and innovation processes.



12:15 – 12:30 CET Conference Summary – Outlook EUSEA
Conference 2021

13:00 -15:00 CET EUSEA General Assembly

The EUSEA General Assembly is open to all EUSEA members plus interested guests. 

AGENDA

● Welcome by the President, Markus Weißkopf

● Report on the Association’s activities in 2019

● Financial Reports, Approval of budget for 2019. Release of the Board

● Presentation of Candidates for the EUSEA presidency and Board

● Election of EUSEA President

● Election of 3 Board members

● Election of 2 auditors

● Any other business 


